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Blind Possession

Angela and her stepdaughter Emma move to a new home.
After Emma‘s father died several years ago their money is
running low due to Angela losing her model career (due to age
issues) and also due to several expensive therapies to try to
cure Emma‘s blindness – without any success. Their new
home is much cheaper than their old city apartment but it‘s
also pretty isolated and in a backwater town… Neither of
them is too thrilled about all of this but what can they do…

But their lack of enthusiasm is about to change when Emma
discovers a mysterious mirror in the attic…

Featuring

Angela… Previously had a modeling career but age
takes its toll

Emma… Angela‘s step-daughter
Kessy… A mysterious being trapped in a mirror!



While her mother continues to unpack the car 
Emma starts exploring the house.

It’s a task that takes quite a while. But it’s a 
necessity for Emma to remember all the corners… 

every nook and cranny of her new home…

For Emma is blind – an affliction making you leave your familiar home 
and move somewhere new even worse than that normally would be…



When Emma has finished exploring the base floor 
she follows up a staircase to the attic.

Emma does not expect much…

But when she reaches the end of the stairs, she can’t believe 
what she’s seeing there!



Which is extremely strange for her, as Emma is 
blind and usually does not SEE anything!

The Attic – normal view Emma’s perspective



Boo!

Suddenly Emma’s mirror 
image shifts and gives way 
to a strange woman… with 

wings… and horns!

Wahhh



24 hours. Lend me 
your body for 24 

hours. And then, if 
the people closest 

to you want the old 
you back I’ll leave 

again.

Why yes, dear, 
you very well 

can…

Can you 
help…

If you win I 
will restore 

your eyesight.



Alright… 
We have a 

deal.

As Emma agrees to the deal, 
a cloud of fog comes out of 

the mirror forcing itself 
into Emma’s mouth and 

down her throat.

Good 
girl.

See you in 
24 hours…



Now let’s see if 
there are any 
usable clothes 

in this girl’s 
closet…

Hm… the 
times sure 

have changed 
since the last 
time I walked 
the Earth…

This should 
work fine.



Your eyes… 
what’s wrong 

with your 
eyes…

Don’t worry, 
mommy. I mean 
you no harm.



Let… 
go…

Look into 
them and let 

go…

Just look into 
my eyes…







End of Teaser!

Hello, Hexxet here,

Will the demon’s plan work out? Will it be able
to seduce Emma’s mom while being in Emma’s
body such that Angela will prefer her over her
original stepdaughter?!

This comic is focused around, sapphic step
seduction, possession and a bit of age
regression.

This comic is ~70 pages long and entails 9
pinups. It’s for adults only and available on my
Patreon for Connoisseur Tier or in my
Gumroad-Shop airing on 23.02.2024.
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